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Original Stock has recently announced a brand new studio work:
"Human Genetic Anomalies"
The EP will feature four songs, including the first single, “My Time.”
October 2022 - Original Stock is a band from Gothenburg, Sweden. The
group stands out because of the incredibly varied background of the
musicians. Each member brings something unique to the table as they
set out to make music as a collective.
By working together on the band's vision, these dedicated musicians
turned Original Stock into a project that's more personal and balanced,
as well as creative. The group's most recent release, "Human Genetic
Anomalies," is a perfect example of what people can expect. On the one
hand, Original Stock unleashed a very heavy and uncompromising
sound. With songs like "My Time," the band shows its penchant for
monolithic guitar riffs and stadium-sized drums. The roaring vocals add
drive and intensity to the mix, setting the mood for the entire EP.
Thematically, the song deals with the concept of feeling like you’re
never enough, with all the pressure bringing demons and ghosts into
one’s life. The topic offers a glimpse at the band’s deep lyrics and ability
to connect to the audience on a more genuine level.
Although there are only four tracks in this release, each song has
something distinctive about it. The EP offers an insight into Original
Stock's diverse sound, as well as a hard-hitting listening experience for
heavy metal fans looking for an open-minded take on the genre.

Find out more and stay tuned for updates on “Human Genetic
Anomalies” EP by Original Stock. This is a waterfall release, as the band
will unleash the four songs one by one, the first of which being “It’s My
Time.”
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